Read what California
educators are saying
about our programs.

"My favorite thing about VHL is the Supersite. It truly
has earned its name because it contains every resource
a teacher could need. If I need additional resources
to differentiate, or if my students need more practice
on activities, the Supersite is the one-stop shop for
everything. Each learner has a chance to practice
vocabulary and grammar by speaking, reading, writing,
and listening.”
Dave Campbell
Mountain View High School - Mountain View, CA

"What I have loved the most about Vista Higher
Learning is the level of authenticity in all its
programs—the combination of grammar and
culture goes beyond my expectations. As someone
who loves technology in my teaching, I have to
admit that Vista Higher Learning has supplied me
with all the online materials I have ever needed.”

“What makes the VHL products unique is the
fact that, through the use of Supersite, it turns
the learning process into a student-based
process where the teacher is the facilitator and
the student does all the reflecting and thinking."
Luis Cely
Canyon High School - Spring Valley, CA

Adrian Correa
Head-Royce School - Oakland, CA

"Vista Higher Learning provides great support
and a personal touch. They have sent
representative to our district numerous times
to train our teachers and to answer questions.
They are so supportive and generous.”
Sharon Gordon-Link
Del Oro High School - Loomis, CA

“Our school district adopted Descubre and
Temas for our Spanish courses in 2012, and
since then we have received amazing support
from VHL. From onsite training and conferences
to online support—it has been a great journey!”
Dayana Swank
Mountain View High School - Mountain View, CA

“One of the greatest difficulties teaching a language is
being relevant. The vocabulary we teach and the cultural
readings need to be relevant and useful in order to engage
students and keep them interested. That's one of the main
things that I love about VHL. We learn words that we can
really use. We hear them used in TV news broadcasts,
read them in magazines and books. They are very REAL.
Not limited to, nor bound by, the walls of a classroom.”
Tina Gonzalez-Mohn
Terra Linda High School - San Rafael, CA

“I love the Supersite! Students complete
activities and have instant feedback. They
know immediately whether or not they
understand the concept/vocabulary.”

“I love Senderos! This is the first time I am
teaching Spanish 1 at the high school level, and I
have found lots of support materials that students
enjoy and that I find very helpful in my teaching.”

Caroline Ridenour
Heritage Christian School - North Hills, CA

Stacey Wenzel
Sequoia High School - Redwood, CA

“I wanted to let you know that 97% of our
students scored a 3 or higher on the AP®
Spanish exam this past May compared to 56%
the year before. I attribute it Temas—you
have a great product!”
Stacey Wenzel
Sequoia High School - Redwood, CA

“I love Galería, and I don't say that about many
textbooks. All of our Heritage speaker classes
find it to be an engaging, comprehensive
program of grammar, vocabulary and reading
for native Spanish speakers. My students are
learning so much from the readings and the
grammar lessons.”
Jonda Farris De Gamez
Woodside High School - Woodside, CA

“The Supersite is very user friendly. One can assign work
and see it already graded for the teacher. Assessments
can be taken online or printed, according to the schools
situation with technology. One can use the book alone or in
conjunction with the technology resources. The materials
are very well put together, and most importantly, the
support from VHL one gets is exceptional.”
Jose Espinoza
Oakland High School - Oakland, CA

